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A Goodreads Choice Awards 2019 SemifinalistOne of BookBub’s Best Science Fiction Books

of 2019One of Book Riot’s Best Books of 2019 So FarOne of The Nerd Daily’s Best Debut

Novels of 2019Featured in The Millions “A Year in Reading”One of Entropy’s Best Fiction

Books of 2019He’ll go anywhere and any when to save his daughterKin Stewart is an everyday

family man: working in IT, trying to keep the spark in his marriage, struggling to connect with

his teenage daughter.But his current life is a far cry from his previous career…as a time-

traveling secret agent from over a century in the future.Stranded in suburban San Francisco

since the 1990s after a botched mission, Kin has kept his past hidden from everyone around

him, until one afternoon, his “rescue” team arrives—eighteen years too late.Their mission:

return Kin to 2142, where he’s been gone only weeks, not years, and where another family is

waiting for him. A family he can’t remember.Torn between two lives, Kin’s desperate efforts to

stay connected to both will threaten to destroy the agency and even history itself. With his

daughter’s very existence at risk, he will have to take one final trip to save her—even if it

means breaking all the rules of time travel in the process.“Heartfelt and thrilling… Chen’s

concept is unique, and [his characters’] agony is deeply moving. Quick pacing, complex

characters, and a fascinating premise.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review



To save his daughter, he’ll go anywhere—and any-when…Kin Stewart is an everyday family

man: working in IT, trying to keep the spark in his marriage, struggling to connect with his

teenage daughter, Miranda. But his current life is a far cry from his previous career…as a time-

traveling secret agent from 2142.Stranded in suburban San Francisco since the 1990s after a

botched mission, Kin has kept his past hidden from everyone around him, despite the

increasing blackouts and memory loss affecting his time-traveler’s brain. Until one afternoon,

his “rescue” team arrives—eighteen years too late.Their mission: return Kin to 2142, where

he’s only been gone weeks, not years, and where another family is waiting for him. A family he

can’t remember.Torn between two lives, Kin is desperate for a way to stay connected to both.

But when his best efforts threaten to destroy the agency and even history itself, his daughter’s

very existence is at risk. It’ll take one final trip across time to save Miranda—even if it means

breaking all the rules of time travel in the process.A uniquely emotional genre-bending debut,

Here and Now and Then captures the perfect balance of heart, playfulness, and imagination,

offering an intimate glimpse into the crevices of a father’s heart and its capacity to stretch

across both space and time to protect the people that mean the most.Praise for Here and Now

and Then“A subtly woven meditation about the fragility of time raises the bar in this smart, fun,

and affectionate story.”—Kirkus Reviews“Heartfelt and thrilling… Chen revitalizes the trope of

the absent and unavailable father… Chen’s concept is unique, and [his characters’] agony is

deeply moving. Quick pacing, complex characters, and a fascinating premise make this an

unforgettable debut.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review“A strong and very real father-

daughter relationship is tested across the centuries as Chen’s characters navigate adventure

and consequences together. A tight net of excitement and wonder.”—Fran Wilde, award-

winning author of Updraft and Hugo and Nebula finalist“A rare, fresh gem of a story that blends

high tech time travel thrills with the all-in stakes of a parent’s love for their child. The world

needs more butt-kicking middle-aged chef heroes.”—Delilah S. Dawson, New York Times

bestselling author of Star Wars: Phasma“Gripping and gorgeously crafted. Chen takes the

fabric of space-time and gives it real humanity in this compelling tale of love, family, and the

choices made to protect them.”—Cass Morris, author of From Unseen Fire“A generous, warm-

hearted adventure. It’s the story of a father, a daughter, and a love stronger than time itself. I

absolutely loved it.”—Kat Howard, Alex Award–winning author of An Unkindness of

Magicians“Chen does what the very best sci-fi writers do—he takes a fascinating concept and

elevates it with brilliant execution and deeply heartfelt plot twists that make this story less about

the (fun) conventions of the genre and more about the profound experience of being human.

Here and Now and Then is a page-turner, an examination of love and loss, and, most of all, a

dazzling debut from a wonderfully unique new voice.”—Michael Moreci, author of Black Star

Renegades and contributor to StarWars.comHERE AND NOWAND THENMIKE CHENMike

Chen is a lifelong writer, from crafting fan fiction as a child to somehow getting paid for words

as an adult. He has contributed to major geek-culture websites (The Mary Sue, The Portalist),

covered the NHL for mainstream media outlets, and ghostwritten corporate articles appearing

in Forbes, BuzzFeed, Enterpreneur, and more. A member of the Codex Writers’ Group, Mike

calls the San Francisco Bay Area home, where he can often be found playing video games and

watching Doctor Who with his wife, daughter, and rescue animals.For
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35ACKNOWLEDGMENTSPROLOGUENo pulse beat beneath the skin.Kin concentrated,

waiting for the familiar thump to barely register with his senses. Not his heartbeat, but

something equally important: a Temporal Corruption Bureau retrieval beacon, one fine-tuned to

his specific biometrics.After twenty-eight assignments over eight years, the implanted beacon’s

soft pulse usually faded into the background, another subtlety of time travel that was simply

part of the job. Like one’s own heartbeat, it was one of those things that went unnoticed until it

vanished. Now it was gone.And with it, his return ticket to 2142.Kin unwrapped the bandage,

ignoring the burning pain through his abdomen as he tore the fabric off. His fingers found the

dried green edge of binding gel and peeled the adhesion away from the gunshot’s entry point

beneath his ribs. He carefully collected any dried gel fragments in a motel towel to be burned

later—even in his roughest shape, he always adhered to timeline corruption protocols. No need

for nosy 1996 janitorial staff to find future medical tech, even after usage.The bright LED

numbers on the wood-trim clock radio across the motel room showed that eight hours and four

minutes had passed since his encounter. He could still feel the factory rooftop gravel digging

into the back of his neck while wrestling his target, a time-traveling merc who’d been hired to

delay a senator’s husband, causing her to miss a vote on a seemingly benign banking

regulation that would actually have decades of negative consequences. They’d engaged, his

arms and legs locking hers in a vise hold before she managed to grab a brick fragment and

smash his kneecap.Now his fingers gripped the bathroom sink’s rim and he steadied himself,

his left knee refusing to carry much weight.A brick to the knee and a boot to the ribs. Then a

gunshot, not from a plasma discharger but an era-appropriate semiautomatic pistol.The

target’s smirk still burned in his memory, the slightest of smiles visible through thin moonlight.

For a flash, he’d wondered why she found their encounter amusing, but when the gun’s barrel

slid down from his forehead to the implanted retrieval beacon, he knew.Stranding him, it

seemed, was a crueler twist than murder.Kin cursed himself for letting her get the better of him,

for trusting his gut instead of the endless intel notes provided by the TCB.She’d let her guard

down a few seconds later, which was the only opening he needed, adrenaline powering a

takedown. The sickening crunch of a snapped neck brought on both relief and self-loathing,

typical rushes that came with TCB Protocol Eight Ninety-Six:In case of life-threatening

resistance, field agents are authorized to eliminate the target in lieu of apprehension.Mission

accomplished. Now what?Kin racked his brain, searching through memories of processes,

protocols, and training, anything that might give some insight into what happened when the

beacon went offline. But the endless list of technical specifications and failsafe details offered

little comfort, things field agents memorized for no good reason, really.Except there was a

good reason: the beacon never went offline. It couldn’t. Not while he was alive.Assess and

execute, he told himself. Processes, lists, mental visualization, his mind’s eye sorted it all using

years of agent training. Kin’s hand pressed firmly against the wound, waiting for the slightest of

tremors to register across his palm. Blood oozed out, bright red slipping between his dark

brown fingers and running down his shirtless side. One drop hit the bathroom tile of the motel

room safe house, then another and another. “Temporal Crimes field agent I-D-R-one-five, code

E-six, interface active.” The activation phrase given at the end of every mission.Two minutes

passed, a hundred and twenty frozen moments.Kin waited, then repeated the activation

phrase. One second ticked by, then another and a third. Everything after became a blur; he

stared, eyes squinting, awaiting the holographic projection with tactile interface, what always



appeared when he said the activation phrase.He could see the holo now: the blue-and-orange

semitransparent lines with a simple input/output display floating a few inches from his face. He

could feel the tactile thump response of the virtual keyboard while entering in mission status

codes and confirmation thumbprint signature.But only in his head. No holo interface, no ability

for end-of-mission transmission to the Mission Control war room.Kin grabbed a small black

rectangle from his first-aid kit. “Vital measurement scan,” he said, and a hologram of letters and

numbers floated in front of him, broadcasting his body temperature (slightly elevated due to

injury), heart rate (same), hydration level (dehydrated), respiratory rate (normal), and blood

pressure (steady). All of that should have coordinated with the beacon to confirm his identity

and fuel its thermal-generated power source.A thin black stick popped out of the device with a

quick hydraulic hiss. He gripped the plasma scalpel, palm wrapped around the cylinder so tight

that his hand throbbed. Two inches above the gunshot wound. Then a diagonal line about eight

inches down, held at a slight angle inward.In theory, if the beacon had even a flicker of power

coursing through it, removing it would fire an emergency retrieval signal to a Mission Control

tracking system in 2142 as its final shutdown act, a trigger upon exposure to raw air.Kin ignited

the scalpel, the stench of burning flesh harsher than the gradual burn into his skin.But if the

beacon was totally dead, he’d have a gaping wound on top of his existing injuries. Not ideal

conditions for patching up ad hoc surgery, especially with a lack of basic medical supplies.The

scalpel retracted its thin beam of heat.Towel. Water. Pressure. Binding gel. For now, he

bandaged the wound while considering the next logical step. Two more days in 1996 until the

end of his two-week mission span, two more days in 2142 before Mission Control scanned for

a retrieval signal. Normally, he appreciated the TCB’s strict scheduling, a one-for-one policy

that prevented field agents from appearing to age at an accelerated rate. Now that just meant

two more days of asking what-ifs.When the TCB failed to detect a signal from his beacon,

common sense dictated they’d pick him up and bring him home. Even without the beacon’s

geopositioning, access to all of the digital records in human history made this easy.That had to

be it. They wouldn’t leave him here.Would they?His wound bound and cleaned, Kin sank his

naked back against the bathroom wall. He slid down and let out a breath, an oppressive weight

collapsing down on his chest.A new option appeared in his mind, the only one left: stay calm,

wait, and see.An unknown future. The thought gripped every muscle in his body. Kin’s groan

echoed off the thin, dirty walls of the motel bathroom, and though this room had harsh lighting,

his eye caught something behind the toilet. Despite the burn in his side and stinging in his

knees, Kin reached, gut cramping from the wound, and he slid the object into view while

fighting off the slight tremble taking over his hand.A penny.A quiet laugh fought past the pain

spidering throughout his battered body, past the fears he didn’t want to acknowledge. The most

worthless piece of physical currency in 1996. Or a sign of something else.He grasped the coin,

his fingers curled into a fist, pressing so hard the edges dug into his skin. A calm came over

him, his breath returning to normal and his heartbeat slowing to a regular rhythm. It had to be

something, this one little sign of his past—or his future, depending on perspective.Hope. Of

course. What else would a penny be to him?CHAPTER 1Kin Stewart used to be a time-

traveling secret agent.Eighteen years ago, give or take a few months. At least that’s what his

instincts told him. But even now, he wasn’t sure where he was or what just happened, let alone

who he was supposed to be.His eyes opened.Lights. Light, and a hard pavement. Aching in his

knees. Cold on his cheek, his ear.A car horn.Then voices. Two female voices, muffled but

gradually coming through, one distinctly younger than the other, speaking at urgent clips.“Kin?

Kin! Are you okay?” the older one said.“Should I call nine-one-one?” the younger one said,

panic wrapping each word.“Come on, come on, get up. Can you hear me?”“What about a



doctor?”The world blinked into focus. He closed his eyes, took in several breaths, then pushed

himself to remember.Something must have knocked him out. Cold fingers touched his face,

and agent instincts immediately kicked in.From the way the fingers felt, he calculated the angle

of the hand. His peripheral vision picked up two kneeling silhouettes—they were behind him.

He was on the floor, facedown. Prone. He had to get to safety. But where?His hand flew up,

pushing the fingers away, and he rolled a full circle, shoulders to back to shoulders again until

propping himself on his knees, arms in a defensive position.Two terrified faces stared back at

him. Around them, sparkles in his vision flashed and tracked with his eye movement.Heather,

still in office attire with her long red hair hanging down, one arm extended and hand open. His

wife.Miranda, standing slightly behind her in her high school soccer uniform, concern tinting

her wide eyes. His daughter.And the blind spots, like fireworks everywhere he looked, another

symptom that arrived shortly after a blackout.His mind registered Miranda’s fear. Heather’s

concern. He’d had another fainting spell and he needed to reassure them, even though his

wobbly frame barely stood. He projected a smile, not a huge one, but one grounded in warmth,

a father and husband offering comfort through a single expression despite the tornado whirling

inside him.“I’m okay, guys. I’m okay. I just…” The dull aches in his knees lit into a sudden

burning, causing him to buckle ever so slightly. The pounding in his temples thumped to its own

rhythm. Daylight from the open garage door blinded with an overwhelming intensity, and the

rumble of Heather’s idling car filled his ears. “I must have just tripped.”Miranda leaned over to

her mom. “I think we should call a doctor,” she said. “This is the third time this month.”Her voice

was low, but Kin still heard it. He had to put them at ease, especially his daughter. “It’s fine. I

promise, let me get my bearings. See?” He straightened past the aches and muscle spasms

firing up and down his body. “I’m good.”“Miranda, I know you have to go. I’ll help Dad

out.”“Okay.” The fourteen-year-old reached into the car and grabbed a backpack and gym bag

before approaching. “I hope you’re okay, Dad.”“I am. I’m fine, sweetie.” He put his arm out, and

she half leaned into his attempted hug. “I’ll get started on dinner soon. Lasagna tonight. My

own recipe. Adding a layer of quinoa for texture.” The sentence finished, prompting details to

flood his mind. Years of training and missions had informed his mental muscle memory to scan

every scene and identify all variables, so much so that he couldn’t shake it during the simpler

tasks of cooking and garage cleanup. He visualized the recipe, steps and ingredients

superimposing in his mind’s eye, along with projected cook times and the bubbling cheese of a

perfect lasagna, something he hoped worthy of TV’s Home Chef Challenge—if he ever got the

nerve to audition.Kin looked at Heather, who offered her usual smirk and subtle eyeroll

whenever he prattled on about recipes, and Miranda, who shot a worried glance back at him

while rolling her bike out of the garage.Now all that training was used for family mode—and he

wouldn’t have it any other way.“Wait—the four questions.”Whatever concern Miranda had

seemed to slip away, a crinkled brow arriving instead. Kin fired off the first of the four questions

asked whenever she went out. “Where are you going?”“Tanya’s. To work on our programming

project.” The answer arrived with slanted lips and weight shifting back and forth. He’d happily

take irked teen disrespect over a worried daughter at this point.“Who’s going to be there?”“Just

Tanya. And Tanya’s parents.”“When will you be home?”“Seven-ish. It’s—” Miranda glanced at

the wall clock “—three forty right now. So in time to try your lasagna.”“In case of emergency

—”“You can call to check on me. I’ll have my phone. Good?”“All right. Don’t forget, it’s first-

Monday-of-the-month TV night.”Miranda turned with barely a nod. She glanced at her parents,

forming the inscrutable mask that appeared more and more these days. Heather beamed out a

smile at their daughter before looking his way, the anxious creases returning. “I’ll pull the car

in,” Heather said. Kin nodded, still rubbing his head, and Heather went back to the idling sedan.



As the car rolled forward, a crunch echoed in the space, and something fired out from beneath

the tire.Kin tried to focus, examining where the sound originated and the possible debris

trajectory only to catch a sudden flicker of blue light and a high-pitched burst of sound. Perhaps

some post-blackout symptoms lingered.Heather opened the car door, but stopped half a step

out. “Oh no,” she whispered loud enough for him to hear. A dour line formed across her mouth

and she picked up a ping-pong-sized chrome sphere off the garage floor. “Not this. You were

looking at this thing again?”A Temporal Corruption Bureau retrieval beacon. Mostly smooth

outer chrome shell with bits of technological cuts and grooves in it, along with one gaping bullet

hole. (Heather once called it a cross between a Death Star and a Borg sphere; he took her

word for it rather than look it up.) Voice activated, holographic interface. Once implanted into his

body, right beneath his rib cage.Those details remained while other facts disappeared. Maybe

because he bore the self-surgery scars to prove it.Pain stung the side of his head, in and out

like a sewing needle.Kin remembered now. Some ten, fifteen minutes ago, he’d pulled it out

from his toolbox beneath a stack of wrenches and stared at it, trying to will memories into

existence.“It’s like when I first met you. The headaches and forgetting. Things were good for so

long. Why is this back? Why is it getting worse?”Kin wanted to tell the truth: when they first met,

memories of 2142 and the TCB were still disappearing. His brain eventually reached an

equilibrium between his past and present around the same time their relationship blossomed.

After that, symptoms appeared only when forcing memories.Until recently.“Six months ago…”

he started. He needed to say something. Revert to the long-standing cover story of an ex-

military life and ongoing PTSD? Or finally reveal that it felt like his few remaining agent

memories were fading to the same black hole that swallowed up his memory of whoever he

was prior to meeting her? That staring at the beacon was an attempt to trigger proof that he

wasn’t going mad?That would sound totally insane. Especially to an already-worried wife. His

focus turned to the dead beacon in his hand, its futuristic alloy surviving a bullet from years ago

and now apparently Heather’s car.“Come back to me, Kin. Family is here. Metal thingy is there.

What is it about this?” Heather’s voice was soft. “I’ve found you passed out three times with it.

You’re obsessed.”“It’s only some old work equipment.” He set the beacon down on an adjacent

shelf. “I was seeing if I could fix it.”“It can’t be a coincidence. Please get rid of it. Throw it away.”

Out of nowhere, she winced, eyes tightening and teeth biting into her bottom lip, hand at her

temple. He reached over to her, but she turned away. “I’m fine. It’s just been a long day and I

still have calls to make.” Heather was an attorney, a career that brought her pride and stress in

equal measure.“Hey, you’re the one telling me to go to the doctor.”“Seriously, I’m fine. Other

than all these client briefs I have to review.” Her serious expression broke into a wry grin,

putting a different kind of weight on his mind. She took his free hand, her pale fingers

contrasting against his. “Look at us. Bickering about who goes to the doctor first for headaches.

Like an old married couple.”“Give us the senior discount, already, huh?”“Well, I think these—”

Heather touched his face, pointing at the creases around his mouth “—and this,” she said,

stroking the flecks of gray in his hair and tapping his glasses, “make you look

distinguished.”“You, too,” he said, his tone light.“You’re supposed to say I don’t look a day over

twenty-five,” Heather replied with a laugh. “Don’t blame that on the headaches.” She gave him a

playful shove, though the change in balance brought his hands to his head. “Sorry. Sorry,

sorry.”“It’s okay. It’s okay, really.” Kin stood, wiping the oncoming sweat off his forehead before

his wife could notice. “I’ll be fine.”“Please. Get rid of that thing. Look,” she said, her tone

dropping into serious territory, “your headaches, your memory lapses. They scare me. Miranda

is worried sick. Finding you like this doesn’t make things better.” She took his hand. “You need

to get help.”“I’m fine. I had a CAT scan years ago. There’s nothing wrong.”“You’re not hearing



me. We can’t live like this. It’s weighing on Miranda. She’s clamming up. Get help. Maybe it’s

anxiety or something. Something about this—” she grabbed the beacon “—is giving you panic

attacks. I don’t know why. Maybe it’s subconscious. Reminds you of the orphanage. Or the

special forces. PTSD, it’s common for ex-soldiers wounded in combat.”Heather’s pleas meant

that Kin’s cover story still stood, even now. He just didn’t know if that was a good or bad thing

anymore. “I don’t want to talk about that. Those were bad years.”“That’s why you need to talk

about them. I mean, what happens if you fainted again and smacked your head on something

and died? I’d have to learn to cook and I’m not about to start that at thirty-eight.” She laughed,

pulling him in, her long arms wrapped around him, drawing him toward her tall frame. “There’s

no stigma to PTSD these days. It’s very real. You can get help.”PTSD. How could he possibly

explain to a doctor that his brain suffered from residual time-travel fragments, not PTSD? “So

says the tax attorney?”“I’ve been Googling it between meetings.”Kin looked at the beacon, his

eyes tracing the scored ridges exposing the device’s core. “One more incident and I’ll go.

Okay?”“Oh, Kin,” she said, blowing out a sigh. They remained in their embrace, only she

deflated, sinking into him, her sharp chin digging into his shoulder. “Why are you fighting me on

this? It’s gotten worse each month.”“I’m not fighting. I got it covered.”He said it with the

conviction of epiphany, of a step so obvious that he couldn’t believe he’d ever missed it. Of all

the planning and processing, lists, and visualizations, how did this option never surface before?

Let the past go.“But you’re right. If there’s still a problem, I’ll see someone.”Heather must have

sensed the change, the unconscious knowing that only came with years of marriage. Her

forehead pushed against his, their noses touching. “You are one stubborn bastard,” she said,

affection wrapping the words, “and I love you for it.”“Thought you loved me for my cooking.”“You

found me out.” She topped off their embrace with a kiss before stepping back and glancing at

the empty driveway. “I’m gonna work on a brief until dinner. No more metal thing. Okay?”

Heather disappeared into the house, footsteps echoing through the garage walls as she went

upstairs, followed by the thump-thump-thump of a dog rushing behind her. He stood in silence,

his eyes slowly turning back to the damaged future tech.It wasn’t worth it anymore. Not when it

scared his family.Kin didn’t even know why he held on to the scrap. Maybe his subconscious

sought hard evidence of his prior life. Or perhaps his stories about the orphanage and special

forces and the cross-country trek were reality and the TCB was the fantasy. That would explain

why he couldn’t remember parents, friends, girlfriend, anything specific from his supposed

future life.Either way, it didn’t matter. Kin grabbed the beacon, marched out the side door to the

large black garbage bin, and dunked it in.There was no future. There was only the present.Kin

returned to the garage, though he paused when something in the driveway caught his eye.A

deliveryman. Complete in work boots, brown shorts and shirt, tablet in his hands. Young,

maybe midtwenties. Yet no package. No truck. Only a small backpack.And a stare. A wide-eyed

stare usually reserved for disbelief.Wasn’t the driveway empty seconds ago?“Can I help

you?”The man continued looking at him, and though they locked eyes, an irresistible urge drew

Kin’s focus away, forcing him to avert his gaze. Probably residual mental shrapnel from the

beacon. “You looking for an address?”The deliveryman started and stopped several times, only

fractions of sound coming through before he looked down at the tablet. “I gotta start dinner,” Kin

said, “so, if you don’t need anything, I’m going to close up.”The man hesitated, then shook his

head. “Sorry, my mistake,” he said in a crisp English accent before walking off.The garage door

rolled down, dwindling sunlight bouncing off Heather’s car’s side mirror and catching a

weathered penny taped up above his workbench, something he’d carried with him since he

could remember. The mere sight of it draped calm over him despite the afternoon chaos. He

marched over and without thinking, he kissed his fingers and planted them on the penny, his



lucky penny, the action so reflexive he barely remembered it.He considered one last look at the

beacon, one final visit with the future. The gesture seemed moot, especially since he had a

new lasagna recipe to try. He might even use it for a Home Chef Challenge audition.After all

the trouble caused by his old life across eighteen years, saying goodbye came with a sigh of

relief. With the past behind him, anything was possible.CHAPTER 2Kin remained silent.He

would have said something if he could have, but the mother/daughter battle unfolding in front of

him rendered him speechless.A few minutes before they’d called Miranda down to dinner,

Heather pulled him aside and said she knew a way to get her to open up, to lighten the mood

after the afternoon. “Stop overthinking things and just serve. I’ll handle the rest.” He obliged,

unsure of what to expect.They ate at half his speed, all while Heather and Miranda debated,

voices growing louder and hands getting more animated. Heather occasionally went out with

her so-called “geek friends” for movie nights. Was this what they discussed?“And Janeway

crashes the ship,” Miranda said complete with hand gestures, “to restore the timeline. You can’t

top that.”“It’s good. It’s up there, I agree. But I’m sorry,” she said. “In terms of self-sacrifice,

you’re never going to top Spock. ‘The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few.’ That is

science fiction at its best. That list I read today agrees with me.”“Oh, come on. They write those

things so people like us argue over it.”“It’s working, right?” Heather finally resumed eating the

lasagna, her fork clinking against the plate. “Tell you what. Tonight we watch Star Trek II for

First Monday. Tomorrow, we’ll watch those Voyager episodes. Bonus family viewing.” Heather

gave Kin a knowing look, her lawyer’s strategy plotted out from the first word to the final

punchline of squeezing in some family time with Miranda. “And then we’ll revisit the

argument.”Miranda gave a mock groan that turned into a laugh, and both mother and daughter

turned to him. “What do you think?” Heather asked.“Dad fell asleep the last time we watched

Star Trek II.”For most of her life, Miranda had been a daddy’s girl, tagging along with a soccer

ball in tow or sitting with him during early morning Premier League matches broadcast straight

from England. But in the past two years or so, there’d been a gradual shift, like all the sci-fi

seeds Heather planted long ago suddenly sprouted. Now she and her mother spoke in a

vocabulary he couldn’t even understand. A twinge of jealousy surfaced, enough for him to

needle his way into the conversation despite knowing better. “You know, I’ve recorded the

Arsenal/Tottenham match. I bet Miranda would much rather watch that. Am I right or am I

right?” Kin looked at his daughter, though rather than seeing the expected nod of approval, her

eyes darted back and forth between her parents. “Miranda?”Tension filled the dining room

table, something far too palpable for a simple TV debate. Heather’s brow wrinkled with a

concern heavier than it should have been.“Actually, I had a suggestion.” Miranda quietly

offered.“Remember, this week’s match is huge. Arsenal can take over first—”“I was going to

say we try Doctor Who. I know Mom will like it.” Her eyes dropped to her plate, aimed directly at

the small piece of remaining garlic bread. “You might, too, Dad.”“I don’t think I’ll ever get

—”Heather’s voice came with a quiet persuasion, eyes staying solely on their daughter despite

speaking to him. “Maybe we should try Miranda’s suggestion.”Miranda continued looking down.

Even Bamford, who’d been snoring away in her dog bed, seemed to go quiet. Heather’s phone

began vibrating violently on the table, an insistent buzz that caused the flatware to dance

against the dishes. “It’s the firm,” she said, looking at the small screen. “I gotta take this. But

Doctor Who sounds good. I keep hearing about it.” Heather’s voice gradually disappeared as

she made her way to the home office upstairs, her tone shifting into an efficient professionalism

that seemed at odds with the woman who was just debating Star Trek as a means of family

bonding.“Dad, this show. It’s about…” Miranda’s warbled voice trailed off and Kin noticed her

taking short, quick breaths. “It’s about time travel.”Miranda’s mention prompted a different



physical response from his usual time-fragment headaches, not quite the usual pounding

temples, but a tight chest and tighter jaw.What was she implying?“I’m, uh…” The very fact that

Miranda brought up time travel in such a direct and pointed way left Kin speechless.Miranda

glanced down the hall, then finally returned her dad’s look. “Dad.” Miranda paused. “I have a

confession to make. I hope you’re not mad.”Anger was the last thing on Kin’s mind. Fear stood

out, reminiscent of his early days here, constantly looking over his shoulder, wondering if the

TCB would come and rescue him—or if he might be considered a temporal fugitive himself for

breaking the agency’s noninterference protocol. The exact protocol remained muddy, but it was

definitely bad for anyone to know about the secret agency’s existence—in this era or 2142. “I’m

not mad.” He set his chopsticks on the plate. “I’m glad you’re being honest with me.”Miranda

nodded, though she continued looking away. “Mom doesn’t know this but I found your

notebook. The one in your workbench. I was looking for a screwdriver the other day. You know

how you’re so weird about your tools?” Weird must have been teen speak for practical, since

his tools were arranged by function, size, and frequency of use. Like how he arranged his

cooking utensils, his work desk, his sock drawer, all of it felt instinctual, part of the very core of

his being. “I noticed one drawer was messy, junk just thrown in there. I looked at it for a laugh

but then I noticed a notebook in there.”It took several seconds for Kin to realize—to remember

—what Miranda was talking about.The notebook. His journal.The epiphany caused a jabbing

pain against his skull, forcing him to steady himself.He’d completely forgotten it, how he’d

pulled it out some six months ago, studying it in the garage to restore lost details. He’d fought

off the oncoming headaches, desperate to mine specifics of his missing past.It didn’t work, as

if his body didn’t want him to remember. Then sometime during the last few weeks, that

moment also evaporated from his brain. Until now.A flush burned Kin’s cheeks; ironically, his

mind went full agent mode, visualizations of response options.Including a new one, one he

hadn’t considered in any conversation over the last eighteen years: tell her the truth.Before he

picked, Miranda spoke. “I thought you should know I liked it.” The color drained from her face, a

grayish tan rather than the usual light brown. “I mean, I never knew you wrote science fiction.

You don’t watch any of our shows.”Science fiction. She thought the journal was filled with tales,

like her Doctor Who or Heather’s Star Trek shows. Yet they weren’t fiction, they were details of

a very real future: case histories, equipment specs, protocols, any facts he possibly recalled in

a mad scramble to document things before his brain erased them. That ink had dried about

sixteen years ago, shortly before he’d met Heather.After he’d met her, searching for lost

memories seemed as important as old tools in a junk drawer.Kin’s whole body relaxed, from

his shoulders down to his toes. “Ah, that.” More options came up, ways to spin the tale without

going much deeper. “I took a class shortly before I met Mom. I don’t know if you’d call a bunch

of notes ‘writing.’ I wasn’t very good at it. I didn’t even tell her about it.”“Your details, they were

so specific. Like you were there, seeing it all.” Miranda’s uncertainty turned into a broad grin. “It

was awesome. ‘Temporal Corruption Bureau.’ Scaling boots for climbing buildings. Plasma

dischargers. Branches around the world. Weird sciency stuff about how time travel works.

‘Sphere of influence,’ ‘tentpole events,’ how did you even come up with all that? It’s like the

world-building stuff my teacher was talking about. ‘First you code something fun, then you build

a world around it to make people care.’” Her eyes narrowed as she turned away to look out the

window. “You should write more.”Kin’s mind zeroed in on one option, the only option in this

case: change the subject as fast as possible. “I don’t know. I did that a long time ago. I barely

remember it. Wasn’t really my thing. I took up cooking instead.”“No, I mean you should write

more.” She faced him, seriousness carved in that seemed decades older than her fourteen

years. “I was excited when I found it. I thought you might have found a new way to, you know,



express yourself. Because you should write more.”“Cooking is much—”“To help your PTSD.”

Miranda’s eyes lingered, bringing an extra weight to her words before she looked down again.

“They say that writing is therapeutic for healing trauma.”Her words stopped him cold. This

wasn’t about a cool fictional time-travel world. The fear from earlier, her concern over the

headaches and fainting, this was Miranda’s way to turn anxiety into hope. He wished he could

hold her the way he did when she was a newborn, when a swaddle wrap and father’s arms

were enough to soothe her.“Who says that?”“Google.” Miranda continued to look away. “I

searched for it.”“You and Mom both, huh?” Kin reached over and squeezed his daughter’s

shoulder, his voice low. “You shouldn’t concern yourself with those types of things.”“I’m

fourteen. I know how the world works. I can tell, your symptoms are getting worse.”“I’ll be

fine.”“I worry about you.” Miranda’s hand landed on top of his. “The blackouts, the memory stuff.

It’s, like, all gotten worse in the past few months. Bad things happen when you don’t treat

PTSD. I mean, what would we do if something happened to you? Have you tasted Mom’s

cooking?”“Mom worries about the cooking part, too.” They both laughed, though Kin blinked

back a sudden rush of tears. He was pretty sure Miranda did, too.“I mean, what bad stuff could

have caused all this?”“I know I don’t talk about my past much.” His admission came with a

heavy sigh.“You never do. I always thought it was ‘I could tell you but I’d have to kill you’ stuff.

But I really think you need to get it out of your system. In real life or in fiction. Or talk to

someone. Like, a therapist.” Her lips trembled, the next few words barely making it out. “Or, you

know, me.”The fake specifics were cemented into his mind, repeated so many times that he

practically believed them. The false Social Security number and identity that he’d paid for so

many years ago probably even registered as official. Even if the details came from fiction, they

were fact now. That was all that mattered.“Maybe sometime we can go get some dessert and…

try. You and me.”When was the last time she’d opened up like this? Had she ever?Or maybe

he’d never noticed before. His whole life since getting stranded in 1996 was spent protecting

himself from the past. But here, in this moment with Miranda, he’d let his guard down in a

foreign, almost unnatural way.It was great.“Listen.” Kin turned to his daughter, meeting her eye

to eye. “I made a promise to Mom and I’m making it to you, too—the dizzy spells, the fainting,

all that stuff, it will stop. I know it’s gotten worse. Trust me when I say that I also know—” he

hesitated, picturing the beacon buried safely away in the garbage can “—where a lot of this

comes from.”He left out the part about not knowing why some memories remained headache-

free while others crippled him, why some headaches were worse than others, why some

involved nausea and others just beat his skull into submission. It didn’t matter. In the end, it all

held him back from what really counted.“Traveling through time to capture bad guys?” Miranda

said with a laugh.“Yeah,” Kin scoffed, “that’s it. I used work for the Temporal Corruption Bureau.”

Though the words came out brightly, the very statement caused a spark up and down his

spine, punctuated with the smallest twinge of a headache.Kin vowed to himself that this was

the last time he’d ever waste a breath or thought on the TCB again.“It’s behind me. For good.”

He had more important things to focus on. “Now, can you promise me something?”“What’s

that?”“Don’t tell anyone about the journal. Especially Mom. It’s embarrassing enough as it is.

She didn’t even know I took the class.”Kin held his hand out, and Miranda slapped him five like

they used to when he was teaching her basics of soccer years ago. “Deal.” She stood up, plate

in hand, though she stopped halfway to the sink. Her mouth fell open and she angled her neck,

looking out the window. “Dad?” The softness left her voice, replaced by urgency. “Someone’s in

the backyard.”Kin stood up and peered through the glass. Though dusk stole some visibility,

Miranda was right: the silhouette of a man moved across the yard. Long-dormant instincts to

target and pursue flickered to life, fusing with a relentless urge to protect his family. The man



stayed close to the fence, and it took Kin only a second to realize that it was the mystery

deliveryman from earlier.CHAPTER 3Adrenaline coursed through Kin, reactivating a spectrum

of reflexes. While his mind didn’t remember the specifics of 2142 or the TCB, his body retained

muscle memory despite cumulative impact of age and injuries.Knees bent. Head down. Arms

tucked. Left foot. Right foot.He crouch-walked around the front yard, gently placing one foot

after another to minimize sound, his knees burning against the pressure.Before he went

outside, he’d told Miranda to not worry, go work on her project. He’d said it confidently too;

given all the PTSD talk, the last thing he needed was for her or Heather to think he’d become

paranoid to boot. With each step, the creeping caution melted away into an excitement, like

popcorn exploding inside a bag.He’d slipped out the front door to avoid detection, then locked it

behind him. As he’d moved to the side yard and up to the gate, everything felt natural, his eyes

darting corner to corner, searching for anything of note. The gate pushed open, Kin guiding it

back against the post softly to avoid its usual creaky hinges. He took one step in, then another,

then another until he hit the corner and peeked.It was the man from before. The deliveryman,

the one with the British accent and no package or truck. He stood next to the garbage can

while looking at his tablet.Intimidate. Approach. Observe. Wait. Surprise. Each had its merits,

and in a few seconds, Kin whittled down the pros and cons. The options continued playing out,

though a new one arrived: get inside, call the police, and lock the doors.But the element of

surprise won out. If he was going to get the jump on this guy, now was the time. The man

began muttering to himself, and as he did, Kin took his first step out, angle of approach

visualized in his mind. The man shook his head, then spoke inaudibly again. Suddenly, an

orange glow materialized, a semitranslucent brightness floating in front of him.Blood drained

from Kin’s face, his stomach a nest of butterflies trying to escape. His hand reached for the

house to steady himself, the oncoming disorientation causing him to try twice before he

succeeded.Was that…?Even in the purple hues of dusk, Kin saw the distinct outline of a

holographic interface, and once the image registered in his mind, a stinging pain drilled into his

temple, causing him to fall to his knees.The man turned around and they locked eyes.The urge

to pass out rose and fell, crashing like waves against the beach. Kin’s temples pounded, and

he steadied himself with his palm planted flat into concrete.The man approached, the holo

dissolving away. He held his hand out as he took cautious steps forward. Kin urged his body to

fight, to move and protect his family against this intruder, yet nothing worked. The very sight of

the holo petrified him, the pain in his head throttling his ability to even think.The man stopped,

his scuffed work boots mere inches from Kin. He knelt and looked Kin square in the eye. “Agent

Stewart?”Agent? The last time someone called him that was, well, he couldn’t remember. He

absolutely couldn’t remember. Those details evaporated from his mind years ago.Kin tried to

respond. No words managed to make it out.“My god, Kin. What happened to you?”The face.

The voice. Even the man’s posture as he knelt. It all seemed so familiar, an old photo album

with the details blurred out. The more Kin looked, the worse the headache got, pressure

mercilessly jackhammering his temples. “TCB?” he managed to eke out before all his limbs

went numb.“Looks like we’re a little late,” the man said. Kin’s entire body froze, from his curled

toes to his unblinking eyes. The man reached into his back pocket and pulled out a chrome

tube. The tube’s tip retracted with a hiss, revealing a short needle. “There’s something I need to

do.”“Dad?”Miranda’s question lingered as Kin’s faculties returned. Unlike earlier, he didn’t have

to peel himself off the floor. Instead, he stood in the backyard, though he wasn’t sure for how

long.The final rays of sunlight disappeared beyond the skyline of their suburban San Francisco

neighborhood, leaving wisps of purple and pink among the gradually darkening orange. It’d

been brighter just moments ago. Hadn’t it?He came out here. He saw the deliveryman.



Something about him petrified all of Kin’s senses. A headache, too. And a syringe.And then a

whirlwind of images, like he’d pounded the strongest coffee of all time, then chased it with an

energy drink.But where was the man now? He’d called him “Agent Stewart,” hadn’t he? He’d

said something when he pulled out the syringe, or at least Kin thought so.“Dad? Are you

having another…problem?”Kin blinked and turned to find Miranda in a tentative posture.

Behind her, Bamford, their brindle greyhound stood, her ears alert like butterfly wings.Bamford

wasn’t barking at any invading strangers. Miranda wasn’t scared or hurt.The man was TCB. He

had to be. The holo interface, the chrome syringe. For what purpose?Kin weighed his options

and decided on calm. No need to worry Miranda. If they came to hurt him or his family, they

would have already done it. He scanned the backyard again; no trace of the mystery man or

anything out of the ordinary.“No. No, not at all. I’m fine. I promise. Look,” he said, pointing at the

melting colors in the sky. “Just enjoying the view.” Miranda lined up next to him, her lanky body

leaning into his.“It’s pretty.”“Sometimes we take these things for granted.”“Yeah,” she said

quietly before turning to him. “Though, my science teacher says that nice sunsets are because

of pollution. Chemicals in the air.”“Well,” Kin said as Bamford came up, her long nose

demanding scratches with a nudge, “it still looks nice.”“Everything cool with the delivery

guy?”“Yeah. The delivery guy.” Kin pulled specifics from his memory. The details were alive,

vibrant; he could see the man’s face now, from his sandy hair and fair complexion to the crook

of his Roman nose. He could even hear the inflection of his accent. “He was told to put a

package in the Sladens’ backyard and couldn’t get their gate open, so he tried it from our yard.

That’s all.”The memories didn’t give him a headache.That should have been a good thing.

Instead, more questions rattled through his mind, and he told himself to not look confused in

front of Miranda—especially since Heather just made her way out. “Am I missing something

here?” she asked, a playful lilt back in her voice.“A sunset.”“California sunsets.” Heather came

up behind Miranda, planting her hands on her daughter’s shoulders. “It’s because of pollution,

you know.”Miranda shot a grin Kin’s way.“I’m done with work for tonight,” Heather said.

“Promise. So, time travelers?”“Be right there. How about starting some popcorn?”“Microwaves.

My specialty,” Heather said with a grin. Miranda grunted an affirmative, then turned around, her

flip-flops making the noise they were named after. Heather and Bammy followed her in, the

dog’s nails clacking against the pavement.Kin went the opposite direction, farther down the

backyard to the garbage can where the man had been lurking about earlier. He lifted the lid

and looked down.The beacon was gone.Kin reached in, pulling out plastic bag by plastic bag

until the large bin was empty. A quick survey of the backyard showed no other signs of

tampering. No patio chairs were moved, no plants were knocked over, even the ceramic turtle

in the corner still sat in its place, a six-month ring of algae forming on the pavement around it.

Nothing amiss but the vanished beacon.Kin’s back pocket buzzed, and he pulled out his phone

to read the text that appeared. Except this message wasn’t the office complaining about

another hack to the Gold Free Games server.It came from an unknown number.9:30 AM at the

Noble Mott Cafe. We need to talk.He hadn’t imagined things. This was real.TCB had arrived

from 2142.CHAPTER 4“You made it.” The man reached over for a handshake.Kin almost didn’t.

The night before had been a blur of staring at the ceiling waiting for some further sign of the

TCB, followed by strange, too-real dreams of a mysterious woman silhouetted against the

backdrop of a futuristic cityscape, something straight out of Heather’s movie collection. After

that, he’d spent all morning debating whether to show up for this clandestine meeting, while

dodging questions from Heather about what was bothering him. Rather than go to work, he’d

driven to a park two blocks away from Noble Mott Café and sat.Ignore the text. Go to the

meeting. Confront the man. Sneak up on him and knock him out. Lure him out for interrogation.



Play along and act happy to see him.Run. Pack up Heather, Miranda, and Bamford and run like

hell.The ultimate choice seemed logical: meet the man, find out what he wanted, then

reassess. Then execute. And keep his emotions at bay. This required clarity.Kin approached

the café and then the table, keeping his arms at his side while he studied the man. Gone was

the delivery uniform, the disguise of choice in residential areas, replaced by gray pants and a

black jacket—standard-issue casual clothing for mission events in public places, a look that

blended in easily during nearly any modern era.He knew that. Where did he pick up that detail?

And why wasn’t his head pounding him into submission at remembering it?“Okay, then,” the

man said, pulling his hand back. “Guess we’re gonna have to work back up to that. Sorry about

disappearing on you last night. I heard someone coming so I got out of there. Sit down?”

Processing the coffee shop interior, Kin noted four other people, three customers scattered

along chairs and couches and one person behind the counter. All of them remained out of

earshot, which probably was a good thing, what with the whole timeline corruption thing. If they

overheard, would this man get a demerit on his record? “Agent visualization method,

huh?”Was it that obvious? Kin thought he still had all his agent skills, but time must have worn

away his ability to be subtle. “I’m not sure what you’re talking about.”“Right, the whole ‘silently

darting eyes’ is actually you contemplating life, huh?” He laughed. “You field agents think you’re

so clever. ‘Assess and execute,’” he said, his fingers forming quotes in the air. “You know what I

love about era twenty-one-A?” He held up his paper coffee cup, a little dribble forming a dark

brown trail down the side. “The coffee. So much better here. I only wish they wouldn’t look at

me strange when I asked for honey in it.”Coffee with honey. Heather hated the aroma of Kin

pouring honey into his coffee. She wouldn’t like cafés in the future. “So, you are TCB.”“And

we’re eighteen years late.” The man’s downturned mouth and low-pulled shoulders gave off an

air of regret. Kin didn’t need to be an active secret agent to figure that out. “Look at me. Really

concentrate.” The man pointed to his face. “You know this. It’s just gotta wake up.”The details

were the same as last night in the yard. And something new….Markus. His name was Markus.

Markus…something. A retriever agent.Kin winced, almost out of reflex. He expected his

temples to be pounding. Instead, no sudden tension took over, no stinging on the side of his

head. He sat back in his chair, the ease of the memory causing a creeping anxiety. “Your name

is Markus. People like you arrive when the mission ends. You verify the result and bring the

time-jump accelerator to take us home.”“Good. No headache?”“No.”“Anything to note since last

night? More headaches, fewer headaches, dizzy spells?”“I had a dream last night. It was vivid.

Real. But distant.” Flashes came back to him, details of the dream suddenly snapping into his

mind’s eye. A woman he didn’t recognize, her random words played back—was that an English

accent? Her face came into focus, round cheeks and expressive eyes and dark brown hair.

Applause surrounded them, but from who? The way she looked at him with such certainty in

her eyes—but why?And a feeling. Of what specifically, he couldn’t tell, but something tangible

was there.“REM sensitivity due to hyperactivity in the cerebral cortex. Side effect of this,”

Markus said, reaching into his bag on the floor. “Can you tell me what this is?”Markus held up a

thin chrome tube between his thumb and forefinger. The same thing he pulled out last night.A

metabolizer injection.“Metabolizers. The injection slows the body’s metabolism rate, reducing

cell decay and extending the human life span to an average of…” Numbers flew through his

mind, the details just out of reach. “Two hundred? Something like that. Annual long-form

treatments starting at age eighteen. TCB agents get additional boosters to protect themselves

against the body’s reaction to time travel. Time-jumping without the additional boosters create

a destabilizing effect on a cellular level.” The words spilled out of Kin’s mouth, an encyclopedia

rattling off details without any filter. Another memory flashed through his mind, not of injections,



but rather the page in his journal with notes on this. “That’s why you look so young and I look

the way I do.” Markus nodded at the observation. “There was some more technical stuff behind

it. I think I never learned it.”“Excellent. Yes, vivid dreams are part of the body’s acclimation

process to metabolizers. Your body’s starting fresh. Memories will start to return. Can’t say

which ones or when, or even why some disappeared and some didn’t. They have a theory

about it, like why you may be missing some personal details.”Kin’s eyebrow raised reflexively.

“Try all personal details.”“All. Really?” Markus’s complexion shifted, as did his balance in his

seat. His mouth pursed and he looked everywhere in the room except at the person sitting

across from him. “Well, if I knew what was happening in your brain, I’d be a rich doctor, not the

guy who gives you a ride back to the future.”“You gave that injection to me. Last night.”“I did.

And I’m sorry about the whole natural aging thing. You probably reverted to that about a year

after you landed. Oh, and—” Markus reached into his bag again “—I did my job,” he said,

producing the missing beacon. “Except I usually retrieve the beacon by bringing the person

home. Guess you could say it’s an out-of-body experience.” Markus’s laughter at his own joke

quickly stopped when Kin didn’t react. “Anyway, that’s a first. Congratulations, Kin, you’ll be part

of official training material from now on.”Benign details started to trickle back—facts,

professional tidbits, bits and pieces that could have been taken from a dossier. Nothing about

whether or not they were friends, though judging by Markus’s polite-but-neutral demeanor, Kin

figured not.“Listen, I can’t tell you anything. You have to awaken the memories yourself through

exposure. Without metabolizers to support it, the human brain can’t sustain two time periods. It

buries the information, focusing only one era. Forcing it causes the headaches. Force it too

much and it incapacitates you, creates seizures. Give the metabolizer some time. We should

review any mission specifics you can remember. Think about it. I’m getting a pastry. You want

anything?”Kin refused to mention his weakness for chocolate chip cookies. Markus took the

hint, then walked the long way around the coffee shop, keeping measured distance from

anyone sitting at a table or a barista cleaning a spill. It reignited little tidbits of agent protocols—

walk out of the path of others, only get in line when there’s no one else around, avoid foot

traffic as much as possible. All these rules, all designed to dance around being inserted into

another time and minimize corruption on the job.He buried his head in his hands for what

seemed like minutes, partially to stem the oncoming torrent of awakening facts and figures and

partially to squelch the panic that arrived when he thought about explaining this all to

Heather.“I got this for you,” Markus said, putting a chocolate chip cookie in a folded napkin on

the table.Lucky guess.“So, the target? Our political interloper?” Markus bit into his muffin with a

satisfied mmm.“Eliminated. Can’t remember much.”“The beacon?”“Damaged. The target shot

me—shot the beacon while inside my body. I didn’t have metabolizers to boost the healing

process. It got infected. I felt its parts whenever I moved. It was remove it or let it take me down.”
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Callum, “Must Read Sci-Fi. Here and Now and Then is an incredible, heartfelt sci-fi time travel

story about one man learning what’s truly important in life and the depths he will go to so that

is family is safe and happy.It’s 2142 and Kin Stewart is a time agent, tasked by the UN time

police to go back and stop criminals and mercenaries from trying to mess with the past for

personal gain. When a mission goes wrong, he is stranded in the 90s, and left to start a whole

new life. But one day, a wife and a daughter later, he ends up back in 2142 away from

everything he knows. Kin has to try and reconcile his pre and post 2142 life and decide what

he wants from life and what would be best for those he cares about.Much like Elan Mastai’s All

Our Wrong Todays, this is a time travel story that will really stick with me for a long time. What

Mike Chen has created here is so full of character and familial love - a father willing to do most

anything to protect his daughter a century in the past - that the central crux of the story, the

actual time travel, is merely incredibly fun window dressing to the true message of the story.

Life is short (at least for us, here and now), so cherish all the little moments and always be

grateful for what you have.Maybe this story hit me at just the right time, being a semi-new

parent to a perfect little daughter, but a story about a man with the willpower and determination

to protect his daughter through time and space is kind of perfect, and I think the execution of it

was basically flawless.I loved every single character. Kin is a good man in an impossible

situation, out of place no matter what time period he is in, knowing nothing more than he needs

to protect his family. Penny, his 2142 wife, is in the exact same boat, yet she faces her new

reality with grace and humor. And Miranda, his daughter from the late early 2000s, is so well

fleshed out despite so much of the story taking place literally a century away from her.I did,

admittedly, almost have to take a star away from this book because Kin is an Arsenal fan... but I

like to think I’m being the bigger person by not rising to that bait.I truly can’t wait for whatever

Mike Chen does next. But, for now, I’m just going to try and appreciate the little moments of life,

like how great this book is. 5 stars.”

Leslie Kung, “What a wild romp through time and family relationships. Mike Chen has

confounded me with this tale of time travel and what it means to have/be family. At times, I

railed at the main character for giving up on (character name and relationship redacted for

spoiler reasons) as I felt he could have maybe tipped (character) off and possibly saved

(pronoun). Did Kin give up too easily? Did he resolve himself get back into the formerly

established relationship too quickly? What was he DOING?! My heart hurt for him, for his

family, for his daughter. I was worried about the women in his life, in this story,

being...disposable/replaceable. The old trope where women die to further the plot. You have to

get all the way through this book to see how delicately the relationships and how deeply

personal and important each character is, no matter how little ‘screen time’ they get. While

reading this book, I laughed, I nearly cried, I stayed up all night on my Kindle app reading. I fell

in love with the characters and was relieved at their flaws and the earnestness with which the

author wrote them. It would have been easy to write each person with slightly less depth, and

make tragic tropes out of them all. In this main character, I saw a flawed man, but one who



would do almost anything to save/help/love his family. I’m a little pissed the author has made

me like a story that I would have rejected if I read a cliff notes or skeletal outline of...dude goes

back to his first (person name and relationship redacted) How Soon After?! And tries to make

everything fine...? This review won’t make much sense until after you’ve read it. Go read it.

You’ll see what I mean.TL;DR ~ A time traveling family man fights all odds to save his daughter

who should never have been born according to the rules, juggling relationships, obligations and

danger between two different lives: past and present.”

Steve, “An Emotional Rollercoaster, Time-Travel Novel!. This is one of the best time-travel

novels I've read in a long time! It's a suspenseful, emotional, moving thriller about a father who

has loved ones a century apart.Kin Stewart is an agent for the Temporal Corruption Bureau

(TCB) in 2142, who goes on missions to stop time criminals who go into the past. On one

mission, he gets stranded in 1996 San Francisco (where he's from in the future), forgets much

about his life during the next 18 years, and winds up married and has a daughter in the early

21st century.When he's "retrieved" by the TCB and is back in the 22nd century, he becomes

frantic about his daughter and communicates with her via email. He also tries to reestablish his

relationship with his fiancé in 2142.This well-written novel has lots of twists and turns, and we

go on an emotional rollercoaster with Kin, who misses his past family while he attempts to

reconnect with his future, prospective one.I enjoyed the comparisons between the two eras,

with "metabolizers" extending life and youthfulness, skycars, Mars colonies, doors being

opened by facial scanning, cancer cured, and everyone being of mixed race and babies being

named after foods (like "Quinoa") in the future, but tastier fast food in the past.The book starts

a bit slowly, but after the first few chapters, it is a page-turning delight, with a very good ending.”

Rúach, “Utterly superb. Definitely one of the best books on time travel I have ever read. Kin is

a secret time travelling agent who gets accidentally stuck in a past timeline for 18 years. He

marries, and has a daughter. When she is 14 an agent fro. The future finds him and forces

him to return to his own timeline. The birth of his daughter was never meant to happen and is

considered a corruption on the timeline. Agents are sent back in time to eliminate her. Kin

finds out about this and decides to go back in time (illegally) to save her. 5/5 one of the best

time travel books I've read.”

Ren, “An emotional ride through time. I really loved the idea of focusing a time travel story on a

parent/child relationship, and a dad's struggle to do right by his family when he's suddenly

separated from his daughter by more than a century.This book isn’t so much ‘about’ time travel

as it is about the lengths one man will go for the people he loves. Main character Kin is in an

impossible situation, but struggling with familiar, human issues: how to balance being a good

parent while also trying to save a struggling relationship, & navigating the trauma of his return

from a stint stranded in the wrong era. Ultimately, what makes this book shine isn’t the

questions it poses about the grand nature of time, but the questions it asks about a single

person’s life, and what it means to be alive here & now (& then).With its clear narrative &

relatable characters, this book would make a super read to introduce someone who doesn’t

typically read a lot of SF to ‘time travel stuff.’ As a reader & longtime SF fan, I’m always here

for more emotional, character-focused, gentle sci-fi!”

Thomas Parker, “A feel good adventure through time. I've always loved time travel stories and I

actually discovered this book on a list of sci-fi books you must read. I was not disappointed. Not

since Becky Chambers have I found an author that can write beautiful uplifting sci-fi. The



characters are so well written and have such authentic reactions and motives that they draw

you in and get you invested. The stakes are personal rather than global and stories like these

live and die on the characterization. I loved these characters and I cannot wait to read more

Mike Chen stories.”

CJ, “Loved it!. If you love time travel you will love this! I devoured it in 2 days. My only regret is

that I’ve finished it and the author hasn’t produced another yet!! Fantastic”

The book by Mike Chen has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 658 people have provided feedback.
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